Bright Future Electric
Allen McCain, President
As we prepare to say good-bye to 2019, I am reminded of how fortunate I am to be associated
with the terrific group of people that is Bright Future Electric. Unfortunately, several of our employees have gone through
some very tough times this year, but the amount of support and compassion you have shown to one another during these
times of personal crises is humbling and gratifying to witness. It truly confirms the feeling of family, and I thank you for
looking out for each other!
In spite of the wild roller coaster ride we have had on some of our jobs this year, our overall results have been terrific
and our record of successful and profitable growth continues. The construction markets in Central Florida and on the West
Coast of Florida remain robust and forecast are for this trend to continue as record numbers of people visit and move to the
area. With the opening of our office in North Alabama and the tremendous amount of new industry moving into the state, I
expect to see more opportunity for projects than we’ve had during the past few years. Our overall backlog is in great shape
and sets us up for another great year in 2020.
On the subject of safety, I am very encouraged to see a reduction in the number of recordable injuries over the last
six months. After a couple of years of poor safety performance, I’m pleased to see the efforts of our safety leaders are
producing positive results and getting us back on track as a best in class performer. Please think first, look out for others
and pay attention to what you are doing to avoid putting yourself and others at risk for injury. Thank you all for making this
happen. Congratulations on a great 2019.

News from the Florida Panhandle - Victor Hathcoat
Life in the Panhandle has resumed a “new normalcy”. While many
still have blue tarp roofs, life goes on, work gets done, bills get
paid. As the one year anniversary of Hurricane Michael’s visit has
come and gone, we started remembering how construction life can
be. In an effort to be ready for a visit and photo op with the
governor, it became an all hands on deck effort to completely
rebuild Thompson Tractor (which had been pummeled by the
storm). Though our small crew had done its best, we found
ourselves seriously behind. No local help to be found… what to do?
CALL FOR THE CAVALRY! The alarm was sounded, and the
Birmingham Division responded with an epic effort. Time became a
blur as hours, days, and weeks flew by. When the dust cleared, we
stood victorious! The job was finaled, the governor’s visit went off
without a hitch, and we all breathed a sigh of relief. I don’t have
the space or the memory to thank everyone by name, but I can’t tell you how much I appreciate each and everyone who had
a part in our success. Big things loom on the horizon for us, the recovery will go on for several more years, and Bright
Future Electric will be a part of it. Not bigger here in the panhandle, but better, stronger, faster… the Panhandle Crew!

Nick Rimes - Florida Fort Myers Division

With the Holidays coming we’d like to remind everyone to be safe both on and off the jobsites. Enjoy time with family and
loved ones, give thanks, and set aside a little time to help someone or call/visit an elderly relative who might be lonely.
Southwest Florida continues to grow with new projects popping up all over the place, and the Fort Myers office has been
fortunate enough to land some of them. We’re finishing up
some projects and have a few new ones coming out of the
ground. A first for us, we hosted a jobsite BBQ for the Arthrex
Hotel project, which was well received by
both the general contractor
and our team!
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Alabama Division Feature Employee, Jama Thompson
Jama Thompson was born and raised in Tarrant
City and spent lots of time throughout St Clair County and
around Logan Martin. Jama loves his family and is currently caring for his mom,
his aunt and his uncle. Jama has a son and a grandchild, too!
Jama has been in the electrical business for nearly 25 years and says he got into the trade because
no one in his family had done anything similar so he thought it would be interesting to do something
new. When he was young, he traveled a lot with his work and enjoyed seeing new places while doing
some interesting jobs in both commercial and industrial fields. He has wired paint booths for DuPont
and he has wired gas stations and lift stations across the United States. He thinks the most interesting
work might have been at RedStone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama, where he wired the two 21-story
SLS Test Stands for the rocket boosters that will go to Mars.
When he’s not working, Jama loves anything outdoors. He has 54 acres in Talladega Country where
he loves to hunt and fish… and relax!

Alabama Division - Feature Employees, Aarron and James Somerset

Twin brothers Aaron and James Somerset are a dynamic duo at Bright Future. James is proud to confirm that he is the older brother by
eight minutes and while they are not identical in appearance, they have the same work ethic! They claim to have loved working for
Bright Future from the day they started at the Colonnade job with Reggie Day.
Currently working with Brian Wilson at Trinity United Methodist Church, they
enjoy learning something new every day and that interest in learning is just one
of the reasons they are also doing well in Apprentice School. In fact, they’ve
helped other apprentice school students by tutoring some evenings after work.
It has not been an easy year for these guys, having lost their mother, their
maternal grandmother and then their beloved Chow, Amos. They proudly
report that their mother is the person they credit for where they are now, both
as fine young men and as electricians. She told them in high school that
construction was a good field and that they would do well in the trade. They
started after school and have set their goals to become journeyman electrician!
When not working, they hang out with their brother, Lee, and enjoy playing
video games. Their latest interest is playing Texas Hold Em Poker, and they
will compete in their first tournament over the Thanksgiving holidays – good
luck, guys!

Joe Kletschka - Fort Myers Feature Employee

Joe Kletschka, Bright Future superintendent for the Arthrex Hotel in Naples, Florida, grew up then
raised his own family in the small town, Waterville, Minnesota. Moving to Florida in 2012, Joe brings
an array of electrical knowledge to the table. Joe is professional and maintains a positive attitude, which
works well with the general contractor and our team members. On the weekends, Joe and his wife
Penny continue work on their home, making a number of different improvements. They also enjoy
having the grand kids over for the weekend, taking them for boat rides on the river and playing in the
pool. Penny is also a member of our team, working side by side on the jobsite with Joe.

Florida West Coast Division Feature Project — Tim Polzin

Tim Polzin started with Bright Future Electric in January of 2014 as an apprentice on the South
Biscayne Senior Living Facility project in North Port. He grew up back
and forth between Michigan and Florida, graduating from Lemon Bay
High School in Englewood in 2012. The oldest of 12 siblings, Tim is the
uncle to both a niece and a nephew. He graduated from the Apprenticeship Program in 2018 and is now working with Bobby Trask in the Small
Projects Division. In his spare time, Tim plays video
games and is working on the house he purchased
at the beginning of the year.

Florida West Coast Division Feature Employee, Ethan Zolner
Ethan Zolner interned with Bright Solutions during
the summer of 2017 while he was a junior at Suncoast
Polytechnical High School. After graduation, he worked full time as a Low
Voltage Technician starting in May of 2018. Ethan’s outstanding work ethic and ability to learn made him
the perfect candidate to send to Honeywell’s BDA technician training program where he obtained his FCC
radio license and became a certified Honeywell BDA installer in 2019. Ethan has also obtained his Kantech
(Tyco) Corporate Entrapass Access Control certification. Ethan is on an excellent pathway towards his low
voltage career. In his spare time, Ethan enjoys working on cars and is saving to buy his first house.

Florida West Coast Division Feature Employee, Bob O’Dell

Bright Solutions is pleased to announce the addition of Bob O’Dell to the team. Bob started with us this
past May as Business Development Manager. Having over 25 years of experience in the Florida West
Coast Market in Low Voltage and Systems Integration, Bob has a long history of partnering with Bright
Future Electric. Bob has been championing Bright Solution’s move into the BDA market, acquiring the
Honeywell line of BDA radios. Bob and his wife Angie have a 5 year old son, Liam, and loves to cheer
the Miami Hurricanes.

Central Florida Division Feature Employee, Jimmy Bowden
Jimmy Bowden is a Commercial Department Superintendent.
Including time with our former company, Amber Electric and
Bright Future Electric, Jimmy has been with us for 22 years
and 15 of those years he has spent as a superintendent. He has
successfully completed retail, industrial, hospitality and office
projects during his tenure as a superintendent. His most recent
project is a service building with the Williams Company for a
local resort, Caribe Royale. Jimmy has always been willing to
go where the projects are located, including long durations on
out of town projects. Jimmy’s outside interest is a 1972 Dodge
Dart named the Hillbilly Hustler. He most recently competed
in the Summit E.T. Pro Series in Gainesville, Florida.

Central Florida Division - Feature Employee, Nick Brimer

Nick grew up in the Ocoee area where he met his wife Arla. They have been happily married for 22 years and have two children,
Madison 22 & Nicholas 19. Nick loves spending time with the family at his hunting lease in middle Georgia. Hunting, fishing and being
outdoors with his family is what makes him happy. Nick also enjoys time in the pool and working on car audio with his son and his
son’s friends. Nick started his electrical career back in July of 1996 as a green helper with our former company, Amber Electric and
later made the transition to Bright Future. He graduated FEAT school in the early 2000’s and earned his
journeyman’s license shortly thereafter. A couple of projects Nick is most proud to have been a part of
are Bloomingdales department store at Millennia Mall, St. Isaacs’s Catholic Church, The Rialto, Bass
Pro Shop Orlando & The Container Store. Nick is a Project Manager in our Special Projects division
where he is currently working on multiple jobs such as two Goodwill stores, Target
Shell, Publix remodel, IHOP and a new 380,000 sqare foot, multi-use
warehouse for Kelsey Construction that breaks
ground around the first week of
December.

SAFETY EMPHASIS
Alabama - Michael Bolton

THERE ARE FOUR TYPES OF DRIVER DISTRACTIONS
Distracted driving includes any activity that operators of motor vehicles engage in that both distracts them from their
primary task of driving and increase their risk of an accident. In other words, distracted driving is any activity diverting a person’s
attention away from the primary task of driving. These distractions endanger the driver, passengers, and others on the road.
There are four types of driver distractions:
Visual – looking at something other than the road
Auditory – hearing something not related to driving
Manual – manipulating something other than the steering wheel
Cognitive – thinking about something other than driving.
Distractions come from four general sources:
Associated with the vehicle – controls, displays, navigation systems
Brought into the vehicle – cell phones, computers, food, animals, grooming aids
External to the vehicle – signs and displays, scenery, roadside features
Internal to the driver’s mind – daydreaming, “lost in thought”
People tend to think hands-free devices make them safety but they do not … they do not reduce cognitive distraction. You can miss
seeing up to 50 percent of the roadway environment when you are driving and talking on a cell phone. The most alarming of these
distractions is the one that requires the driver to take his/her visual, manual and cognitive attention away from driving: TEXTING.
Studies show that the average driver takes his/her eyes off the road for 5 seconds at a time while texting. At 55 miles per hour, that is
like driving the length of a football field with your eyes closed!
Driving while intoxicated is another form of distracted driving because the driver’s visual, manual, and cognitive skills decrease due to
the intoxicant. The dangers presented by drunk drivers have long been a part of our national vehicle safety consciousness. Unfortunately,
the number of injuries and deaths caused by distracted drivers is likely to eclipse the drunk driving toll due to the prevalence of
smartphones.
Finally, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute found that text messaging, browsing and dialing a call resulted in the longest duration of
drivers taking their eyes off the road. Text messaging increases the risk of crash and near crash by two times and results in drivers taking
their eyes off the road for an average of 23 seconds per text. Activities performed when completing a phone call (reaching for a phone,
looking up a contact, dialing the number) increased crash risk by three times. DISTRACTED DRIVING IS NOT WORTH THE RISK!

Central Florida - Steve Thompson

Here are some statistics and facts that we hope will make you think about safety first before starting work.
Gloves - Did you know that over 1 million wor ker s go to the emer gency r oom each year because of hand injur ies? Of those, 70
percent were not wearing gloves at the time the injury occurred and the other 30 percent were wearing inappropriate or inadequate hand
protection. Cut injuries usually occur when a sharp or rough object moves or slips within a person’s hand, generally not because of a
downward force on the hand.
Hard Hats - In 2012, mor e than 65,000 cases r esulting in missed wor kdays occur r ed due to head injur ies when employees wer e
not wearing hard hats. That same year, 1,020 workers died from head injuries sustained on the job. Hard hats should be clean and inspect
daily. If there are cracks, perforations or other deformities the hat should be removed from service immediately.
Eye Injuries - United States companies spend 350 million annually on safety eyewear for their employees. Unfor tunately, many
do not wear them so over 300,000 work place eye injuries send employees to the emergency room each year when 90 percent of those
could have been prevented if workers had been wearing appropriate safety glasses.
It is that time of the year when we tend to use extension cords for Christmas lights. When was the last time you check your GFCI at
home? We test all ours weekly on the job site! Be safe and check them at home, too. Have a safe Christmas and a happy New Year!

Florida West Coast - Nick Ninos

How many times have you been working on a project, either at work or at home, and gotten frustrated that it was not going as planned?
A study done at the University of Missouri found that angry people are more likely to sustain serious injuries and that being angry while
working, driving, or even participating in sporting events more than quadrupled a person's odds of being injured.
So, if you find yourself getting angry about something, calm down. If another person is upsetting you,
communicate. Sometimes it is just better to take a step back from a situation and settle
down. Look for the positives when you feel like you are getting frustrated or
angry, and don't dwell on the negatives or things that are out of your
personal control. Remember: Don’t sweat the small stuff.

News from the Alabama
Division... Blake Panter

As 2019 comes to a close and 2020 lurks on the horizon, BFE
Birmingham is full speed ahead. In November, Danny Overton opened our
newest branch in the ever-expanding Huntsville market. Already, we are working on a
top-secret project for Boeing and a new facility for Red Stone Federal Credit Union. We have a great core
of workers in town and with the likes of William Andrews, Allen Harvill, and Bob Johnson tackling projects, we are poised to be the
contractor of choice in north Alabama for years to come.
As for Birmingham proper, we are in a good flow of finish and start. Rick Kennedy is in the final stages of a state of the art neurosurgery center that has been both fun and frustrating; Jama Thompson is closing out a tenant fit out of a large multifamily development
damaged by fire; and Will Smith recently completed a buildout of the third floor at Grandview Hospital. On the other end, Lee Dunn is
underway on a remodel of the historic Stonewall Building downtown.
At BFE, we take pride in our quest for constant improvement and lifelong learner philosophy. In keeping with those ideals, General
Superintendent Jason Berrong along with superintendents Shawn Silas and Steve Clem are currently leading a class of 20 in preparing
for the journeyman test. If you are interested in joining the class, please contact Jason. Additionally, our apprentice training program has
responded to industry input and adopted a new curriculum for first and second year students. Now all 4 years will be standardized to the
IEC curriculum, which should better prepare graduates to be successful upon completion of the program.
As area high schools let out for Christmas break, we will once again be graced with juniors and seniors from the Alabama Workforce
Training Center (AWTC) program. They are green but eager and determined, so if you see a young’un on site be sure to give some
encouragement and impart some knowledge because these kids are the future of our industry.
Last but not least, congratulations to the teams that worked on Proton therapy and Church of the Advent. Both received ABC’s
“Excellence in Construction” awards!

Redstone Federal Credit Union —
Alabama Division Feature Project

The Redstone Federal Credit Union in downtown Huntsville is a good project with general
contractor, Robins & Morton. This project consists of 60,000 square feet of Class A Bank/
office space spread over five levels along with 100,000 square feet of parking deck spread
over four levels. This project is a post tension cable concrete structure with all glass curtain
walls. William Andrews and Bob Johnson are heading up this one. We are starting the tenant buildout and fortunately have Ross Bailey to handle most of the overhead coordination
for the many conduit racks that are being installed. Cody Horton has done a remarkable job
installed most of the fire alarm. The core wall rough-in is led by Chris Parker and appears
to be going well. Bob has Logan Pylant in the Parking Deck roughing slabs, pulling wire
and hanging fixtures. William has taken on an assistant project management role, as there
are many general contractor (Robins & Morton) and owner coordination meetings that
seem to be occurring daily - great job Will! There will be many more to THANK before
this one is over but for the moment THANKS to all for getting this one off to a good start.

Parkside Apartments - Alabama Division Feature Project
The Parkside Apartment Restoration with contractor Stewart and Perry, located adjacent to Railroad Park/Regions Baseball Field in
lovely downtown Birmingham, consisted of total renovation of ninety fire and water damaged apartment units across 3 levels and 26
units of upgrade on the first floor. Superintendent, Jama Thompson, was challenged with the coordination of keeping the top floor of the
apartment building open to occupants, which meant keeping the stairs and hallways accessible for exit during construction. Fortunately,
with the help of our seasoned lead men, Billy Overton and Chris Parker, this
challenge was easily met. Although the units were all re-wired with MC-cable, it
took a little extra thought regarding switching and, of course, the new afci/gfci
requirements. Jama did a terrific job keeping up with all of the new code requirements for dwelling units. There were several additional key players that made this
job successful - Alex Cole, Kedric Bolden, Rick Goolsby, James Clay, and Kevin
Thomas. Thanks for accepting the challenge,
showing pride in the work we do,
and doing it the RIGHT WAY!

News from
Central Florida Division Geegee Burmeister

What a great year it has been for Bright Future – success, success and more success!
In addition, we are growing with our new branch in Huntsville! We have such a hardworking
team, including those of you who work nights, weekends, and overtime, and all of you putting in the extra
effort to help make Bright Future such a success. You are the reason we have had another prosperous year. I am proud to be part of this
Bright Future family!
Our job list for 2020 is getting stronger and the opportunity for work is still booming in the Central Florida area! We continue to maintain
a good backlog of schools including Boone High School Gymnasium, Winegard Elementary and Pinecrest Academy. One of our largest
jobs, Jet Blue Support Operation, Support Center Expansion is an addition to the Jet Blue Lodge that we did back in 2013. This expansion
includes additions to the simulator building, lodge addition and the arrivals building. This should be a great project for Bright Future
Orlando!
We would like to congratulate PM Jim Brown, Estimator Tim Ladue and the entire job team that worked on the Golden Oak Resort
Summerhouse at Walt Disney World®! This project recently brought home an Eagle Award at the ABC Central Florida Excellence in
Construction banquet! Great work project team!
During the holidays, one of the things that Bright Future Orlando enjoys doing is giving back! For the first time this year, Robin Oropeza
introduced the Orlando women to Operation Christmas Child! To participate, each women fills a shoebox with age & gender specific items
for Christmas. These boxes are wrapped and then dropped off at a local church. The church then ships them to children in other countries
for Christmas! People can even track their own box! Thanks for this great idea, Robin! I expect this will become an annual Christmas
event for us! As we all know, the holidays can be tough for many families. So please, if you are able, consider finding a way to help less
fortunate families during the holiday season!

Kiddie Academy South Orlando Central Florida Division Feature Project

We are doing the Kiddie Academy project with ME Construction, with whom
we have done several daycares in the past. Nick Brimer is our project manager,
Leon Ryals is the superintendent and his team is doing an outstanding job. From
slab to trim out it has been a smooth running job. Both the owner and ME
Construction were pleased with our performance, and we expect to be doing
more work for ME Construction in the future. Great job Leon, Nick and team!

Astatula Baptist Church Central Florida Division Feature Project

Jim Brown, project manager, and Robert Reese, superintendent, are
working at the Baptist Church in Astatula. As with many churches, it has
had its challenges in getting out of the ground and moving forward, but it
is nearing the end. Robert has done a great job in coordinating with the
church leadership and general contractor to keep the job moving ahead
and to making it successful. Our team has overcome many obstacles
along the way with this project. All in all a great team effort making
Bright Future shined in this small town.

MMM High School - Feature Project Florida Fort Myers Division

The MMM High School project, located on Griffin Drive in Fort Myers, was recently named Gateway High School. This school will help
fill the needs of the expanding student population of East Lee County. The project consists of a three story classroom building, gymnasium/
cafeteria building, auditorium/music building, chiller building, field house and sports fields all on the 55 acre site. The official ground
breaking ceremony was held in mid-November by Suffolk Construction and the Lee County School District. It is forecast that the half-cent
sales tax, recently adopted by the county, will fund the project. We are in the underground/tilt wall stages of the project. A lot of planning
has gone into this stage with the pre-con department, superintendents and project management teams. The general contractor has already
acknowledged and appreciated the amount of RFIs and timely
submittals being processed, knowing that this
will help us all in the long run.

Florida West Coast Office
Steve Panagiotakis - Division Manager
As the Florida West Coast Division wraps up 2019 with our highest revenue to date, we look forward to a
successful 2020 with a continued goal of diversifying our business. With an emphasis on maintaining our current revenue and increasing
our margins by improving upon the processes implemented and training received in 2019, we will also be streamlining the purchasing and
buy-out processes and refocusing on creating and maintaining a zero accident culture.
Expanding the market footprint of Bright Solutions (Low Voltage), our Small Projects division and the Ft. Myers office will help better
serve our customers without overburdening us. With our Engineering and Preconstruction departments performing Design and Design
Assist, we are able to collaborate with developers, contractors and engineers to offer tangible value engineering and real world expertise
that allows us a competitive edge to successfully bid and build the project after design. Value added services means we are the first choice
for our customers.
I would like to thank all our employees for their effort, support and patience as we present and adjust these new processes and procedures.
In the long term, everything we introduce now will help us ride the wave, no matter the economic outlook of the next few years.

MedMen – FL West Coast Division Feature Project

Small Projects Division in Sarasota has just completed an interesting project on Main
Street in downtown Sarasota - a medical marijuana dispensary. MedMen, a company
traded publicly on the stock market, is opening one of its latest Florida locations in the
city of Sarasota. This is the eighth of 12 locations MedMen plans to open in Florida this
calendar year. The Company is licensed for up to 35 retail locations in the state.
The job looks like an Apple or Microsoft retail store more than a marijuana dispensary.
Tables with tablets sit out in the customer area with the electrical and data connections
hidden through the legs of the tables. Overhead lighting consists of linear LED lighting
for a very nice, sleek look. Accuity Brand Lighting Controls are in use throughout the
store with attractive wood finishes. Oscar Garcia, one of our young up and coming
superintendents, did a good job running this project and we are very proud of his work!

CODE HIGHLIGHT…from page 60, August 2019, www.ECMAG.com
Did you know …

*In all cases, the working space about electrical equipment shall permit at least a 90 DEGREE opening of hinged doors or panels.
*For a motor with a service factor of 1.15, a separate overload protective device shall not exceed 125% of the motor nameplate
Current rating.
*Where underground conduits enter the bottom of a switchboard, they shall not rise more than 3 INCHES above the bottom of the
enclosure.

Central Florida Division Feature Project – Hyatt Grand Cypress Ballroom
The Central Florida Division recently completed a
57,600 square foot ballroom expansion at the Hyatt
Regency Grand Cypress in Orlando with Hoar
Construction. Project Manager Doug Beebe,
Superintendent Mickey Green, and our entire team did
an outstanding job. The design was constantly
changing during the construction of the project. The
design of the low voltage systems, including the
conduit infrastructure, was not provided until the
project was halfway completed. As a result, the
project team was under enormous pressure to
complete the project on time. Our team stepped up
to the plate and hit another home run for our customer.
Both Hyatt Regency and Hoar Construction were
extremely satisfied with the performance
of our team. A huge thank you to
all who were involved.

Our “Vision” is to be the Employer of Choice in the communities
we serve; Our “Mission” is to provide quality service to our
customers, provide opportunities for growth to our employees,
and maintain a profit level necessary for our continued growth;
Our “Values” include caring for our employees and their
families, our friends and all of those we service in our
communities, with honesty and integrity.
Equal Employment Opportunity… Bright Future Electric is an equal opportunity employer and makes employment decisions on the basis of merit. Company policy prohibits unlawful discrimination based on race, color, creed, gender, religion, marital status, age, national origin, physical or mental disability, or any other consideration made
unlawful by federal, state, or local laws. This policy also includes a perception that anyone has any of those characteristics, or is associated with a person who has or is perceived as having any of those characteristics. All such discrimination is unlawful. We will comply with all applicable laws. If the company determines that unlawful discrimination has occurred, effective remedial action will be taken commensurate with the severity of the offense. Appropriate action also will be taken to deter any future discrimination. The company will not retaliate against you for filing a complaint and will not knowingly permit retaliation by management, employees or co-workers.

Bright Future Electric, LLC
630 Maguire Road
Ocoee, FL 34761

